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ABSTRACT

Since the 1960s, social scientists have explored the ethics of conducting research. However, there is little guidance in conducting ethical research in the more conservative societies of the Middle East. The rapid progress of technology has meant that these societies have become increasingly networked, even the most restrictive ones, with a growing use of mobile devices. The purpose of the chapter is to describe the reflection on the research conducted on mobile consumption practices of female Saudi youth. The conduct of the research is based on both the researcher’s formal training and also, intuitively negotiated, in practice, as she navigated this particularly sensitive context. The influence of the interplay between culture and gender emerges as the researcher reflects on the research conducted. The consideration of the ethics of the research continues post research completion.

INTRODUCTION

Qualitative and quantitative research on mobile phone use by youth worldwide has been a recurrent theme for social scientists since the early 1990s in the USA, Europe and some parts of Asia. However, very little work is known about this subject contextualized in the often more conservative Arab societies of the Middle East. The
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chapter will describe the particular issues around conducting research on mobile phone use patterns of a highly educated group of young Saudi Arabian women *vis a vis* privacy. This research was conducted against the backdrop of the controversy in 2010 over the reluctance of Canadian company, Research in Motion (which provides BlackBerry devices and associated services) to allow governments access to the data on its servers, because of the data privacy issues it raised.

Saudi Arabia is the dominant Arab nation in the Middle East, with the largest and fastest growing economy in the Middle East and North Africa region. It is a relatively new monarchy established by the Al-Saud family in 1932, with a population of about 24 million people. It is less than 100 years since the nomadic and tribal lifestyle of these people started to be transformed to Western standards. Yet, in the XXIst century the bigger cities (e.g. Jeddah, Riyadh, Al Khobar) show a landscape that is urban and technology-enabled, similar to other places around the world. This society culturally still maintains conservative values, especially where interaction between the sexes, both socially and in the conduct of business is concerned. Further, there is unequal participation in decision-making despite the fact that women make up half the population in Saudi Arabia. This brings up an interesting paradox where no face-to-face communication between sexes - except within the extended family - is allowed in this society by religious law, while at the same time the proliferation of modern communication networks and devices makes possible communication between unrelated members of the opposite sex (Barendregt, 2005).

In this chapter, the focus will be on the ethical and related cultural issues in conducting qualitative research on the use of technology *vis a vis* privacy, in an increasingly networked but restrictive society.

**BACKGROUND**

Since the 1960s, social scientists have explored ethics in qualitative social research (Bulmer, 1982; Orb, Eisenhauer, & Wynaden, 2001; Robley, 1995). Blumberg, Cooper and Schindler (2005, p. 92) define ethics as the ‘moral principles, norms or standards of behaviour that guide moral choices about our behaviour and our relationships with others’. Ethics in research relates to how one designs the research, gains access, collects data, processes and stores the data, conduct data analysis and write-up in a moral and responsible way (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2007, p. 178). But the norms of behaviour that guide moral choices can allow for a range of ethical positions (Blumberg et al., 2005). In fact, Saunders et al. (2007) recommend that ethical issues are considered throughout the period of the research. In most universities, the university code of ethics and/or a research ethics committee
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